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Abstract  
This deliverable focuses on the advances in the task 3.2 on Smart Contracts Generation based 
on SLA and SLS and Wallets made for release 1 of the project. Current advances have been 
focused on the i3M-Wallet, the Auditable Accounting subsystem.  
The former is a requirement and key component for successful completion of Task 3.1 Self-
sovereign Identity and Access Management. The latter was required to implement a reliable 
log of actions, and consequently a reliable billing system for the marketplace (T3.3 Data 
Assets Monetisation based on Crypto-Currency).  
Besides the technological advances in these two subsystems, in this deliverable we also 
present the initial approach towards the Smart Contract Manager system. For every 
subsystem we present the technical requirements, the chosen architecture, diagrams 
(sequence, class), the interfaces exposed, and the selected technologies. 
This deliverable, besides providing technical specification, also explains the main technical 
contributions with regard to the state of the art provided by the different building blocks 
designed and developed as part of task 3.2.  
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1 About This Document 
This is the first version of specification of Task 3.2, Task progress has been focused on the 
specification and development of the Smart Wallet, Auditable Accounting, and Smart Contract 
Manager subsystems. 

1.1 Deliverable context 
Project item Relationship 

Objectives This deliverable contributes to objectives: 

• T0.1: The Wallet enables the adoption of the Self-Sovereign 
Identity paradigm and the direct intervention of the end-user for 
providing, but limited to, the explicit user consent; 

o management of user data based on verifiable claims minimizes 
the need of storage of sensitive data and aligns the project with 
privacy regulations such as the GDPR. 

• T0.2: the Auditable Accounting, the Wallet, and the Smart 
Contract Manager systems define Open-API specifications that 
simplify their adoption by the i3-MARKET federation 
stakeholders. 

Exploitable 
results 

I3-MAERKET core development technology.. 

Work plan This deliverable is the result of the advances in Task 3.2 Smart 
Contracts Generation based on SLA and SLS and Wallets. 

Milestones This deliverable is linked to milestones: 

• MS2 (July 2021): Release-1 Building block specifications 

• MS3 (November 2021): Release-1 i3-MARKET Backplane 
Specification  

Deliverables D3.3 defines the i3-MARKET Smart Wallet, which is a key 
component for the Identity and Access Management System defined 
in deliverables D3.1 and D3.2 

Risks Based on the results achieved so far, the results presented in this 
deliverable partially clear the risks: 
• Risk 1 (Low) - Critical deliverables delayed or deviate from 

project plan. This deliverable is presented in time. 

• Risk 2 (Medium) - Design constraints are not compatible 
with expected performances. The integration of the Wallet in 
the Identity and Access Management system scales and does 
not add perceptible delays to the authentication/authorization 
process. First test with the Auditable Accounting systems are 
promising in terms of latency and scalability. 
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2 System Specification 

 

Figure 1: i3-MARKET building blocks and main tasks dealing with them 

 
As depicted in the grant agreement, and more clearly in Figure 1, the subsystem that are 
addressed in Task 3.2 are: 
 

• Smart Wallet 
o I3M-Wallet App. The i3-M Wallet App is a desktop application that will be 

operated by the end-user of the i3-MARKET federation. It handles the 
interaction of the end-user with the different backplane services, including but 
not limited to the identity and access management system. The wallet stores 
cryptographic material and verifiable claims. Two implementations will be 
provided for the end of the project: 

§ HW Wallet. Hardware wallets are key wallets in charge of storing the 
user's private keys using a physical device as storage. HW wallets 
satisfy the highest security policies since the key are safely stored and 
not accessible without holding the hardware. 

§ SW Wallet. Software wallets store and manage user's private keys on 
the storage of a general-purpose device (e.g. computer or smartphone). 
It is a good option for a less strict security policy that could be more 
convenient for daily usage. 
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o Wallet Vault Server. Since wallets are key components that store necessary 
elements (keys and verifiable claims) for interacting with the i3-MARKET 
ecosystem, a Wallet Vault Server will be created to store on the cloud a backup 
(or a recovery process) for the verifiable credentials and/or cryptographic 
material. This fact indeed makes the i3M-Wallet a convenient “Cloud Wallet” 
that is easily accessible from any end-user location. 
 

• Smart Contracts Manager. The Smart Contracts Manager provides a gateway to 
access the smart contracts of a blockchain which it is used by many other subsystems 
to integrate their functionalities. The smart contract manager should be able to read 
the semantic description of the SLAs in order to invoke the necessary smart contracts 
(identity, payments, accounting, conflict resolution). 
 

• Explicit-user consent. Using smart contracts, the data owner is able to grant 
permission to providers to distribute its own data. That procedure guarantees that the 
GDPR regulation is properly applied. 
 

• Auditable accounting. Auditable accounting relies on the Blockchain capability of 
auditing to keep registries of any important operation. This includes implementing the 
'Know Your Customer' (KYC) regulations. 

 

• Conflict resolution. Decentralized applications allow logging and audit interactions 
with blockchains reliably. This fact makes operations traceable and facilitates to 
identify fraudulent behaviours and to resolve issues or disputes. Smart contracts can 
assist the conflict resolution process and totally or partially automate it. 

 
 

This deliverable focuses on the advances in the task made for release 1 of the project. Current 
advances have been focused on the i3M-Wallet, the Auditable Accounting subsystem. The 
former is a requirement and key component for successful completion of Task 3.1 Self-
sovereign Identity and Access Management. The latter was required to implement a reliable 
log of actions, and consequently a reliable billing system for the marketplace (T3.3 Data 
Assets Monetisation based on Crypto-Currency). Besides the technological advances in these 
two subsystems, in this deliverable we also present the initial approach towards the Smart 
Contract Manager system. 
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3 Foundations 
 

3.1 Distributed Ledger Technologies 
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) refers to the technological infrastructure and protocols 
that allow building a shared ledger between multiple parties. A ledger contains the current 
state of a business as a journal of transactions. In a DLT, the ledger is logically singular, but 
has many consistent replicas distributed throughout a network. The way of keeping these 
ledger copies consistent is through a process called consensus. To build consensus, 
participants do not need to trust each other and unlike traditional databases, distributed 
ledgers have no central data store or administration functionality.  
Blockchain, a particular DLT implementation, is a growing list of transactions grouped in blocks 
that are linked using cryptographic hashes. All nodes forming the Blockchain network see the 
same state (also known as world state) that results from executing all transactions in order [1]. 
In a Blockchain network, users can run a Blockchain node to send their transactions or use 
some available node that allows them to do so. The Blockchain network then creates a chain 
of blocks using a consensus algorithm to order transactions [2]. A block contains several 
transactions, and once accepted by the consensus algorithm the block will be known by all 
nodes and therefore, it will be impossible to manipulate or delete already executed 
transactions [3]. 
The two main types of Blockchains are distinguished in public and private. A public Blockchain, 
also called permissionless Blockchain, is open to the public, so everyone can participate in 
the consensus algorithm, and read/send transactions. Public ledgers typically use a 
cryptocurrency to reward nodes participating in the consensus. They can be highly censorship-
resistant, since anyone is opened to join the network, and they also make it extremely hard 
for everyone to shut them down. In a public Blockchain, users can own one or more accounts.  
Accounts are identified via a public identifier, usually derived from a random public key using 
a hash function. New Blockchain accounts can be created by simply generating a pair of 
asymmetric key pairs and deriving the account identifier from the public key. In general, 
account identifiers are not directly linked with any user data, so they can be considered 
pseudo-anonymous identifiers. Transactions carry the source and destination account 
identifier, and are digitally signed using the private key of the source account. 
On the other hand, private or permissioned Blockchains have been proposed for business 
use. In this kind of ledgers, users need consent to participate in the consensus protocol and 
transactions are private and only available to ecosystem participants that have been given 
permission to join the network which implies some kind of privacy. In a permissioned 
Blockchain, accounts are usually created using a Certification Authority (CA) and users are 
not anonymous, that is to say, there is a Know Your Customer (KYC) process before 
onboarding users in the system. 
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Many Blockchains, public and permissioned, offer the possibility of using Smart Contracts. A 
Smart Contract is a distributed program that implements business logic to manage a portion 
of the ledger state. Such a program is able to update the ledger, store variables, and (in certain 
Blockchain technologies) instantiate and invoke other Smart Contracts. It consists of pre-
defined rules specified between two or multiple parties, which allows the execution of 
distributed, heavily automated workflows. The correct operation of Smart Contracts running 
on a public network is guaranteed by thousands of nodes all over the world, so Smart 
Contracts cannot be censured or stopped [4]. The main advantages of implementing business 
logic using Smart Contracts on public networks are that, on the one hand, the logic is publicly 
available and auditable, and on the other hand, the logic is immutable and tamper-proof, which 
guarantees that the execution will always be as defined. These advantages can be used to 
enforce the terms of an agreement between parties without the need for intermediaries [5]. 
Ethereum [6] is the most popular Blockchain technology and can be used to run both public 
and private networks. It is capable of running Smart Contracts and is the platform of choice 
for many developers for implementing applications using Blockchain [7]. In the Ethereum 
ecosystem, one of the main projects is Hyperledger Besu [8], which is built in Java and can 
be used to create Ethereum nodes in both public and private networks. 
Solidity [9] is the most widely-adopted programming language for smart contracts in the 
Ethereum network. It is an object-oriented programming language, similar to Javascript, which 
makes it very convenient for adoption, and compiles quite efficiently to Ethereum EVM 
bytecode. 
Although Ethereum was probably the first Touring Complete “worldwide computer”, other 
distributed ledger technologies have achieved the same goal. Since the different technologies 
used different programming languages, new higher-abstraction languages, such as DAML, 
have appeared to make the development of smart contracts agnostic to the underlying 
distributed ledger technologies. 
 

3.2 Wallets 
From the user point of view, at a remarkably high level, a wallet is an application that enables 
interaction with the i3-MARKET ecosystem. DLT users often have a misconception regarding 
what a wallet stores. In fact, it is common that end users believe that their wallets store their 
crypto currencies or tokens, which is clearly not the case. A wallet just stores and uses the 
keys that allows a user to operate with existing tokens by proving ownership of them. 
From a technical point of view, a bare-bones wallet is just a system that stores and manages 
keys, and that is capable to perform cryptographic operations with those keys. So, strictly 
speaking, a wallet holds only keys and users control tokens recorded on the ledger by signing 
transactions with the keys in their wallets. We will refer to this bare-bones wallets as key 
wallets. As the key management is the most important function regarding the security policies 
that will fulfil a wallet, adding this level of abstraction enables to define most of the 
functionalities and delegate this critical feature to many different black boxes. 
The naïve design of a wallet would be one which holds a single private key and address that 
can be reused for everything. Nevertheless, that approach will easily attempt against the 
user’s privacy in a public ledger, where it would be easy to track and correlate all the 
transactions associated to that address. If privacy is what you want, it would be preferable to 
use a new key for every transaction; however, it is likely to be hard to manage for the average 
user. Deriving keys from a common one is an approach that eases that management, but 
there are still some limits.  
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Finding an appropriate balance between convenience and privacy is difficult to achieve, but 
that is why it is key feature in every wallet design. Basically, there are two primary types of 
wallets: non-deterministic wallets, where each key is independently generated from a different 
random number; and deterministic wallets, where all the keys are derived from a single master 
key, known as the seed. 
 

3.2.1 Non-deterministic (random) crypto wallets 
In this type of wallet, each key is independently generated from a different random number. 
The keys are not related to each other. This type of wallet is also known as a JBOK wallet, 
from the phrase "Just a Bunch of Keys.” 
When using non-deterministic a new pair of private-public keys is created for every new 
address in a "just in time" manner. The file holding the address and the key pair is usually 
called a keystore file, which is commonly a JSON-encoded file encrypted with a key derived 
from a passphrase for extra security. An example of the JSON file’s contents in Ethereum will 
look like this: 

{ 

    "address": "001d3f1ef827552ae1114027bd3ecf1f086ba0f9", 

    "crypto": { 

        "cipher": "aes-128-ctr", 

        "ciphertext": 
"233a9f4d236ed0c13394b504b6da5df02587c8bf1ad8946f6f2b58f055507ece", 

        "cipherparams": { 

            "iv": "d10c6ec5bae81b6cb9144de81037fa15" 

        }, 

        "kdf": "scrypt", 

        "kdfparams": { 

            "dklen": 32, 

            "n": 262144, 

            "p": 1, 

            "r": 8, 

            "salt": 
"99d37a47c7c9429c66976f643f386a61b78b97f3246adca89abe4245d2788407" 

        }, 

        "mac": 
"594c8df1c8ee0ded8255a50caf07e8c12061fd859f4b7c76ab704b17c957e842" 

    }, 

    "id": "4fcb2ba4-ccdb-424f-89d5-26cce304bf9c", 

    "version": 3 

} 

There are several software libraries that can read and write the keystore format, such as the 
JavaScript library keythereum 
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3.2.2 Deterministic crypto wallets 
In deterministic wallets, keys can be created and recreated based on a master-key value, 
known as the seed. Therefore, a single backup of the seed is sufficient to secure all keys 
stored in the wallet, i.e. the associated funds, accounts and/or smart contracts. The seed is 
also sufficient for a wallet export or import, allowing for easy migration of all the keys between 
different wallet implementations. 
Since the seed can be used to regenerate the entire wallet and thus gain access to all the 
resources associated to the keys, securing the seed is the most critical point in deterministic 
wallets. 
There are different approaches to key derivation, but most methods use a tree-like structure, 
as described in Hierarchical Deterministic Wallets (BIP-32/BIP-44). 
 
 

3.2.2.1 Mnemonic code words 
The main drawback of deterministic wallets is that seeds are difficult to handle since they are 
represented as a raw binary or a hexadecimal. The BIP-39 [10] standard defines a method to 
transform a set of mnemonic words into a binary seed that can be used by any deterministic 
wallet. Paper wallets consist of randomly generated mnemonic and then write it down into a 
notebook. 
The key when using mnemonics is to use a wordlist fulfilling the following properties: 

- Smart selection of words: it is enough to type the first four letters to 
unambiguously identify the word. 

- Avoid similar words: word pairs like "build" and "built", "woman" and "women", 
or "quick" and "quickly" not only make remembering the sentence difficult but are 
also more error prone and more difficult to guess. 

- Sorted wordlist: which allows for more efficient lookup of the code words. This 
also allows trie (a prefix tree) to be used, e.g. for better compression. 
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4 i3-M Wallet 
i3-M Wallet is a set of technologies that facilitate the management of their identity to all the 
actors of the i3-MARKET environment (provider, consumer, data owner, etc). 
 

4.1 Technical Requirements 
The i3-M Wallet is a key part of the User Authentication flow. D3.1 is focused on the server 
side of the flow whereas D3.3 on the client side. Several epics will be the same but working 
on substituting uPort. 
 

4.1.1 Epics 
Name Description Labels 

Did 
Management 

 
A decentralized system which enables several key 
actions by three distinct entities: the Controller, 
the Relying Party, and the Subject. 
Controllers create and control DIDs, while 
Relying Parties rely on DIDs as an identifier for 
interactions related to the DID Subject. 
The Subject is the entity referred to by the DID, 
which can be anything: a person, an organization, 
a device, a location, even a concept. Typically, the 
Subject is also the Controller. 

 
children: 

1. Create DID 

2. Present DID 
3. Rotate DID 

4. Recover DID 
5. Verify Asset Signature 

6. Sign Assets 
7. Deactivate DID 

8. Resolve DID 
9. Authenticate DID 

 
 

V1 
Epic 

Data Marketplace 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 
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parents: 

1. REQ-B-003 - (O.1) i3-Market will ensure 
SECURITY to accessing to the system 

Verifiable 
Credentials 
Management 

 
Verifiable Credential is a tamper-evident 
credential that has authorship that can be 
cryptographically verified though a proof 
It can be used to share and prove something about 
the identity of a User. 

 
children: 

1. Request Verifiable Credential (D3.1 only) 
2. Receive Verifiable Credential 

3. Verify Verifiable Credential 
4. Share Verifiable Credential 

5. Store Verifiable Credential 
6. Create Verifiable Credential (D3.1 only) 

7. Issue Verifiable Credential (D3.1 only) 
8. Keep track of issued Verifiable Credentials 

9. Revoke Verifiable Credential 
parents: 

1. REQ-B-003 - (O.1) i3-Market will ensure 
SECURITY to accessing to the system 

 

V1 
Epic 

Data Marketplace 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

 
4.1.2 DID Management 
Name Description Labels 

Create DID As Subject I want to create a DID so I can manage 
my identity 
Subject: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data 
Owner 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 

User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 
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Present DID As a User I want to present my DID to a Relying 
Party so that I can identify myself 
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, data Owner 
Relying Party: Data Marketplace, Data Provider 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 
 

V1 
User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Rotate DID As a User I want to change the ownership of my 
DID so that I can maintain my Identity if I change 
Identity Provider 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 
User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Delegate 
DID 

As a User I want to delegate my DID so that I can 
make other DID able to act on behalf of me 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 
User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Recover DID As a User I want to recover my DID so that I can 
maintain my Identity even if I lose my proof of 
control 
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner 

 
parents: 

https://trello.com/c/0y3OZ8ho 
DID Management. 

V1 
User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Sign Assets As a User I want to sign my assets so that I can 
demonstrate the authenticity of the asset 

User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 
User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Verify Asset 
Signature 

As a User I want to verify asset signature so that I 
can authenticate the asset 

User: Data Consumer 

V1 
User story 
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parents: 

1. DID Management. 

Data Consumer 

Deactivate 
DID 

As a User I want to deactivate my DID so that I can 
delete my Identity 
User: Data Consumer, Data Provider, Data Owner 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 

User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Resolve DID As a Data Marketplace I want to resolve DID so I 
can retrieve from DID Document the information to 
authenticate DID Subject and verify data asset 
signature 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 

User story 

Data Marketplace 

Data Provider 

Authenticate 
DID 

As a Relying Party I want to authenticate DID so I 
can verify DID ownership 

Relying Party: Data Marketplace/Data Provider 

 
parents: 

1. DID Management. 

V1 
User story 

Data Marketplace 

Data Provider 

 
4.1.3 Verifiable Credentials Management 
Name Description Labels 

Receive 
Verifiable 
Credential 

As User I want to receive a Verifiable Credential 
so I can access Data Marketplace 

 
parents: 

1. Verifiable Credentials Management 

User story 

Data Marketplace 

Data Provider 

Verify 
Verifiable 
Credential 

As User I want to receive a Verifiable Credential 
so I can access Data Marketplace 

 
parents: 

User story 

Data Marketplace 

Data Provider 
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1. Verifiable Credentials Management 

Share 
Verifiable 
Credential 

As User I want to share a Verifiable Credential so 
I can attest something towards Relying Party 

 
parents: 

1. Verifiable Credentials Management 

User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Store Verifiable 
Credential 

As User I want to store a Verifiable Credential 
so I use keep it and use it towards any Relying 
Party 

 
parents: 

1. Verifiable Credentials Management 

User story 

Data Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 

Keep track of 
issued 
Verifiable 
Credentials 

As a Issuer I want to keep track of issued 
verifiable Credentials so that I can monitor and 
revoke them 

 
parents: 

1. Verifiable Credentials Management 

V1 
User story 

Data Marketplace 

Revoke 
Verifiable 
Credential 

As an Issuer I want to revoke a Verifiable 
Credentials so that it cannot be used 

 
parents: 

1. Verifiable Credentials Management 

V1 
User story 

Data Marketplace 
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4.2 Architecture 
The i3M-Wallet consists of a set of packages that enable a user to manage his/her accounts 
and use them to authenticate. 
 

4.2.1 Wallet Desktop 
Wallet Desktop is a cross-platform facility tool that eases the communication between a wallet 
(software or hardware) and the i3-MARKET SDK via an HTTP API. Furthermore, it provides 
some features like wallet synchronization using a secure cloud vault. It also has a user 
interface (UI) to display the information of the selected wallet and ask for user consent if any 
wallet operation needs it. An initial design of the main window can be seen in Figure 2. 
 

  
Figure 2: Wallet desktop initial UI design 

 
The HTTP API launched by the wallet desktop is not accessible from the cloud so to use it the 
i3-MARKET SDK must in the same machine. This API is specified using OpenAPI 
Specification (OAS) within the package Wallet desktop OpenAPI (see Section 4.2.2). 
To ease the development of a cross-platform UI, wallet desktop uses Electron, a framework 
that relies on Chromium web browser to create native applications using HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript. The source code of wallet desktop is accessible in GitLab1. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1 Wallet Desktop GitLab. https://gitlab.com/i3-market/code/wp3/t3.2/i3m-wallet/wallet-desktop 
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4.2.2 Wallet Desktop OpenAPI 
The Wallet Desktop OpenAPI (source code on GitLab2) defines the HTTP API of Wallet 
Desktop (see Section 4.2.1). For more information on the OpenApi Interface go to de section 
4.4. 
 

4.2.3 Base Wallet 
This package defines how to interact with wallets by means of a typescript interface. 
Furthermore, it provides a default implementation called BaseWallet (source code on GitLab3). 
It uses an interface walled KeyWallet to delegate the complexity of key management to other 
packages like SW Wallet (see Section 0). Both interfaces are listed below. 
export interface Wallet { 

  /** 

   * @throws Error 

   */ 

  wipe: () => Promise<void> 

 

  // Api methods 

  accountList: (queryParameters: WalletPaths.AccountList.QueryParameters) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.AccountList.Responses.$200> 

  accountCreate: (requestBody: WalletPaths.AccountCreate.RequestBody) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.AccountCreate.Responses.$201> 

  accountSign: (requestBody: WalletPaths.AccountSign.RequestBody) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.AccountSign.Responses.$200> 

  accountVerify: (requestBody: WalletPaths.AccountVerify.RequestBody) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.AccountVerify.Responses.$200> 

  accountEncrypt: (requestBody: WalletPaths.AccountEncrypt.RequestBody) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.AccountEncrypt.Responses.$200> 

  accountDecrypt: (requestBody: WalletPaths.AccountDecrypt.RequestBody) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.AccountDecrypt.Responses.$200> 

  resourceList: (queryParameters: WalletPaths.ResourceList.QueryParameters) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.ResourceList.Responses.$200> 

  resourceCreate: (requestBody: WalletPaths.ResourceCreate.RequestBody) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.ResourceCreate.Responses.$201> 

  resourceRead: (queryParameters: WalletPaths.ResourceRead.QueryParameters) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.ResourceRead.Responses.$200> 

  resourceUpdate: (queryParameters: WalletPaths.ResourceUpdate.QueryParameters, requestBody: 

WalletPaths.ResourceUpdate.RequestBody) => Promise<WalletPaths.ResourceUpdate.Responses.$200> 

  resourceDelete: (queryParameters: WalletPaths.ResourceDelete.QueryParameters) => 

Promise<WalletPaths.ResourceDelete.Responses.$200> 

} 

 
 
2 Wallet Desktop OpenAPI GitLab. https://gitlab.com/i3-market/code/wp3/t3.2/i3m-wallet/wallet-desktop-openapi 
3 Base Wallet GitLab. https://gitlab.com/i3-market/code/wp3/t3.2/i3m-wallet/base-wallet 
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export interface CryptoWallet<T extends TypedArray = Uint8Array> { 

  initialize: () => Promise<void> 

 

  /** 

   * Creates a key pair 

   * 

   * @returns a promise that resolves to the key id. 

   */ 

  createAccountKeyPair: () => Promise<string> 

 

  /** 

   * Gets a public key 

   * 

   * @returns a promise that resolves to a public key 

   */ 

  getPublicKey: (id: string) => Promise<KeyLike> 

 

  /** 

   * Signs input message and returns DER encoded typed array 

   */ 

  sign: (id: string, message: T) => Promise<T> 

 

  /** 

   * @throws Error - Any error 

   */ 

  wipe: () => Promise<void> 

} 

 
4.2.4 SW Wallet 
SW Wallet provides an implementation of a software hierarchical deterministic wallet using 
the BaseWallet class defined in Base Wallet (see Section 4.2.3) package. The code can be 
found in GitLab4 
 
 
 

 
 
4 SW Wallet GitLab. https://gitlab.com/i3-market/code/wp3/t3.2/i3m-wallet/sw-wallet 
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4.3 Diagrams 
In this section we explain the most important diagrams related with the i3M Wallet: the OIDC 
authentication flow, how to perform a wallet signature and the processes executed when the 
wallet desktop starts. 
 

4.3.1 OIDC authentication 
Wallet Desktop can be used in conjunction with the i3-MARKET OIDC provider to authenticate 
users (substituting uPort). Figure 3 shows how to perform this authentication flow. As a 
summary, it specifies how the oidc provider uses the i3-MARKET SDK to create a selective 
disclosure request asking a set of verifiable claims to the Wallet Desktop. If the user has them 
and accepts the disclosure, the Wallet Desktop will answer with a list of verifiable claims along 
with a proof of ownership. This proof consists of a signature of the disclosure response using 
the private key of the user DID. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: OIDC authentication using Wallet Desktop and the i3-MARKET SDK (sequence diagram) 
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The flow starts when an OpenID Connect Relying Party (OIDC RP) redirects a user to the 
OIDC provider using a scope. The scope is a string that specifies which verifiable claims are 
requested. The scope supported are: 

• openid. The standard OpenID scope. It asks the oidc provider to return an idToken, 
with is a jwt token containing the user information. 

• vc. This scope is used to add the verifiable claims inside the idToken. 
• vc:<claim>. It notifies to the oidc provider that users may want to present an optional 

claim called <claim>. It is useful to ask optional claims like some extra user profile 
information. 

• vce:<claim>. It notifies to the oidc provider that users must present a valid claim called 
<claim> to proceed with the authentication. It can be used to asks users to present a 
claim that demonstrates their role (consumer, provider, data owner, etc). 

An example of scope is “openid vc vce:consumer vc:profile”. Using this scope, the oidc 
provider builds and signs a selective disclosure request. It will be sent to the Wallet Desktop 
so to obtain the required claims. 
Wallet Desktop HTTP API runs locally on the user computer. Cloud servers cannot access it 
directly so the disclosure request must be sent by the user’s computer. An approach is to 
create a simple frontend that only sends the selective disclosure request to the Wallet 
Desktop. 
Then, the wallet displays a dialog to individually consent each verifiable claim. If the user 
allows the disclosure, the accepted verifiable claims will be sent back to the OIDC provider. 
After verifying all the claims, the OIDC provider will deliver an idToken and an accessToken 
to the i3M provider. Figure 4 is an equivalent diagram but putting more emphasis on where 
each block acts. 

 
Figure 4: OIDC Authentication using Wallet (activity diagram) 
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4.3.2 Wallet signature 
The HTTP API also enables the i3-MARKET SDK the capability to sign.  

Figure 6 shows the activity flow of a signature. As the Wallet Desktop receives an HTTP 
request to perform a signature, the OpenApi Validation express module uses the OpenApi 
definitions present in package wallet-desktop-openapi to validate the request body. If the 
request is valid, the sign API handler gets the current wallet selected by the user and it calls 
its sign function. The current wallet can be any kind of hardware or software wallet supported 
by Wallet Desktop. 
BaseWallet is a class present in the base-wallet package (see Section 4.2.3) that offers a 
default implementation of a wallet. Nonetheless, it requires an object implementing the 
KeyWallet interface to work. KeyWallet define the low-level implementation of the wallet: it can 
store keys and use them to sign. Note that by splitting the wallet in BaseWallet and KeyWallet, 
software wallet (SW) and hardware wallet (HW) can share high level wallet functionalities, 
such as, signature formatting or key recovering. 
To perform a signature, an account must be selected. If the API request does not contain an 
account ID, the Wallet Desktop will show the list of accounts inside the wallet so the user can 
select one. Then, the BaseWallet will check the application configuration to check if signatures 
need uses consent. If true, the wallet application will show a dialog. 
Once the account id is retrieved and the user consents the signature, the KeyWallet is now 
able to perform a signature. First, it will get the private key associated with the current account 
id, and then, it will sign the requested message. 
Since the signature format is a common functionality of any wallet, KeyWallets must return 
signatures in DER encoding so the BaseWallet can format it in the requested format. 
Finally, the Wallet Desktop application builds the response message. On development, the 
OpenApi Validation module uses the OpenApi definitions to verify the response format. If it is 
correct, the response is sent back to the i3-MARKET SDK. 
 

4.3.3 Wallet start-up 
Figure 7 shows the start-up flow of the Wallet Desktop. The first thing it does is to load the 
application configuration. It is a JSON file which path depends on the operative system running 
the Wallet Desktop:  

- %APPDATA% on Windows 
- $XDG_CONFIG_HOME or ~/.config on Linux 

- ~/Library/Application Support on macOS 
All of them appended by /{APP_NAME}/config.json where APP_NAME is “Electron” in 
development and “wallet-desktop” in production. Then, the wallet desktop initialises the user 
interface. 
Using the current configuration, wallet desktop initialises the extra features. Extra features are 
utilities that the wallet desktop provide to the wallet modules if they request them. The only 
one provided until now is the encrypted storage. Figure 5 shows the UI asking for the 
encrypted storage password. 
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Figure 5: UI password request for the encrypted storage 

The wallet factory oversees instantiating and the wallet modules. Wallet modules have an 
entry function that return a wallet object. On the start-up, it will use the configuration file to 
select the current wallet. 
Finally, it initialises the HTTP API. From now on, the application will listen the user interface 
and the HTTP socket in parallel. 
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Figure 6: Wallet signature flow 
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Figure 7: Wallet start-up flow 
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4.4 Interface Description 
It is a REST-like API with three entities: account, resource and selective disclosure. 
 

- Account: A wallet account refers to a cryptographic JSON Web Key (JWK) with some 
additional context, e.g. a name, comments, associated blockchain address. An 
account can be of two types: identity or secret. Identities are mainly used to prove 
ownership of digital resources (such as DIDs, verifiable claims, or cryptotokens) in i3-
MARKET, whereas secrets are mainly used in i3-MARKET for securely managing 
symmetric keys that have been used to encrypt arbitrary data stored elsewhere. The 
list of requests for accounts is: 

 
 

- Identity: It can be used to create or list the DID of the user. 

 
 

- Selective Disclosure: Used to get a set of resources proving its ownership. They are 
signed with the requester private key. 
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- Resource: Besides identities and secrets, the wallet MAY securely store arbitrary 
objects in a secure vault. The list of requests for resource is: 

 

 
4.5 Selected Technologies 
Electron is a framework for creating native applications using web technologies using 
chromium. It also has implemented the Node.js core libraries so the application can easily 
access to the operative system functionalities. 
Ethers.js is a complete and compact library for interacting with the Ethereum Blockchain.  It 
was originally designed for use with ethers.io and has since expanded into a more general-
purpose library. 
Veramo is a JavaScript Framework for Verifiable Data that was designed from the ground up 
to be flexible and modular which makes it highly scalable. It can run on several environments: 
node, mobile and browser. Its main utility is to make ease the use of DIDs, verifiable 
credentials, and data-centric protocols to bring next-generation features to users.  
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5 Auditable Accounting 
The Auditable Accounting component is responsible of registering auditable logs. As such, 
this component is one of the main tools to enhance the trust in the ecosystem of data 
marketplaces. Our solution must enforce the Data Services Agreement (DSA) terms, agreed 
upon all involved parties, by recording them in an auditable, transparent, and immutable way. 
Smart Contracts are the key part of the proposed solution for auditable accounting. The 
auditable accounting component is an abstraction layer to access the Smart Contracts and to 
allow the integration with the rest of the platform. The auditable accounting component is a 
service which includes an API to automate the process of logging and auditing interactions 
between components and record the registries in the Blockchain. 
 

5.1 Technical Requirements 
Name Description Labels 

Auditable Log i3Market needs to be able to log data and events in 
blockchain. It is a key component for accounting, billing 
and conflict resolution. It is also important to control 
access to sensitive information, and to detect potential 
data breaches. 

A public distributed ledger will be used to store non-
repudiable and reliable proofs of the required actions. 

children: 

1. Auditable Accounting: Marketplace billing 
2. Auditable Accounting: Conflict resolution 

3. Auditable Accounting: Providing sensitive data 
4. Providing sensitive data 
5. Conflict resolution 
6. Marketplace billing 
7. Consumer billing 
8. Provider billing 

parents: 
1. REQ-B-005 - i3-Market will ensure TRUST 
2. REQ-B-008 - i3-Market will provide a payment 

solution 
3. Semantic description of the SLS and the 

subscription 
 

V1 
Epic 

Data 
Marketplace 

Data 
Consumer 

Data Provider 

Data Owner 
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5.2 Architecture 
The solution must be scalable and cost-efficient. In this regard, transaction costs can be a 
considerable problem if, as it is expected, the number of auditable registries that need to be 
stored in the blockchain are high. To overcome this problem, it is a requirement to implement 
a transaction optimizer to efficiently register substantial amounts of data in the Blockchain 
without incurring in excessive costs. To achieve this, we first store registries in an internal 
database of the component, then aggregate the registries with a Merkle tree to minimize the 
number of Blockchain transactions and provide the appropriate data for proving each 
individual registry.  
The Smart Contract managed by the auditable accounting component is used to store the 
necessary evidence of the aggregated registries from the DSA. Once the registration process 
is complete, the auditable accounting component will save a copy of all the information needed 
to verify that the registration was successful in the Blockchain. This information can be 
consulted and obtained later by the marketplace users. The auditable accounting component 
provides the functionality to trace registries and obtain “certificates” of them that can be 
publicly or privately used to prove that a certain registry was performed. Users must be able 
to download these certificates and validate the registry without further interaction with the 
auditable accounting component having a proof that can be universally validated without the 
intervention of any other entity or software component. The certificate of a DSA will provide: 
the Blockchain that has been used to create the auditable data registration, the address of the 
Smart Contract used, and the “proof of registry” of the associated data. 

 
Figure 8: Auditable Accounting architecture 
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The auditable accounting component is a service which includes an API to automate the 
process of logging and auditing interactions between components and record the registries in 
the Blockchain. As shown in Figure 8, in general, the API of the AA module is accessed 
through the Backplane API Gateway. Additionally, the auditable accounting component can 
be accessed directly from any internal component of the platform. 
On the other hand, to allow external parties to check that logs have been properly registered 
in the blockchain, interested parties need to obtain certain data from the distributed ledger as 
well as some off-chain data provided by the Auditable Accounting module via an API. This off-
chain data are essentially Merkle proofs for each individual record. It is important that the off-
chain data is provided with high availability. For this reason, the Auditable Accounting module 
uses the distributed storage component. In this way, high availability and data replication is 
provided to the relevant off-chain data required to store the registries and verify auditable logs. 

 

5.2.1 Database Model 
The database model proposed for this component is based on two SQL tables. The first one 
is the related one with the blockchain. It contains the transactions prepared or sent to the 
blockchain. It contains the following columns: 

 
• Id: Primary key to link with the other table. 

• Nonce: Nonce from the account to build the transaction 

• Txhash: Hash of the transaction. 

• Timestamp: Exact date of the creation of the transaction. 

• Registrationstate: Status of the transaction. 
o Unregistered: Transaction not created. 
o Pending: Transaction created but not sent to the blockchain. 
o Mined: Transaction sent with less than 12 block confirmations. 
o Confirmed: Transaction sent with more that 12 block confirmations. 

 
On the other hand, the registry table is responsible to store the proofs of the data hashes that 
wants to be validated against the blockchain. 
It contains the following columns: 
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• Id: Primary key to link with the other table. 

• Dateofreception: Date when the data is received. 

• Datahash: Cryptographic hash function of the data. It is one of the leafs of the Merkle 
Tree. 

• Merkleroot: Root of the Merkle tree. 

• Merkleproof: Concatenated hashes that allows to validate the datahash to the root of 
the tree. 

• Readyforregistration: Boolean to indicate if the tree is built and ready to be deployed 
in the blockchain. 

5.2.2 Smart Contract 
The smart contract deployed for this component just stores the root of the Merkle tree that 
summarizes all the data hashes stored in the database. It only allows to modify that value by 
the owner of the smart contract which shares the same account with the auditable accounting. 
Also, it includes the capability to subscribe to an event that notify you about a new root 
released. The Solidity code is the following: 
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5.3 Diagrams 
 The workflow to register auditable data is shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9: Auditable Accounting flow 

The hash of the data to be registered is sent to the API using the endpoint /registries (which 
is further described in Section 5.4). Each hash to be registered is stored by the auditable 
accounting module in distributed storage. Then, the endpoint /calculateMerkleRoot has to be 
called. When called, this endpoint creates the structure that is going to be registered in the 
blockchain. In more detail, this structure is a Merkle hash tree. The controller of the endpoint 
computes the Merkle root with all the pending registries, computes an individual proof for each 
registry, and stores these proofs in the distributed storage. Additionally, a transaction to be 
sent to the blockchain is created and stored in the blockchain SQL table in the distributed 
storage. Next, the endpoint /updateRegistries can be called to store the Merkle root of the 
registries in the blockchain via the smart contract. We would like to stress that the endpoints 
/calculateMerkleRoot and /updateRegistries can be called with a “cron job” or similar to 
schedule registrations in the blockchain at the desired frequency. Finally, if a party wants to 
verify a certain registry, it can call the endpoint /registry/:id to obtain the corresponding Merkle 
proof, compute the Merkle root from this proof and compare it to the root registered in the 
smart contract. If both are the same, this means that the registry is valid. 
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5.4 Interface Description 
The component is built from a Loopback 4 framework which facilitates the management of the 
smart contract and the database generating an API that allows to integrate the procedures 
with the backplane. The openAPI Specification (OAS) is detailed here. But, as a high-level 
definition, the endpoints are divided in two controllers. 

Firstly, the RegistryBlockchain controller manages the smart contract interactions and has the 
following endpoints: 

 
• /calculateMerkleRoot:  Gets the pending registries from distributed storage that are 

not included in the current root and computes the new one. 

• /getCurrentRoot: Gets the current root from the smart contract. 

• /updateRegistries: Updates the status of the stored transactions and computes a new 
transaction. 

On the other hand, there is the Registry controller, which is the responsible to manage the 
data hashes that will be included in the auditable accounting system. 

 
• GET /registries/count: Returns the number of stored registries. 

• PUT /registries/{id}: Forces the creation of a specific registry. 

• PATCH /registries/{id}: Updates a specific registry. 

• GET /registries/{id}: Returns the value of a specific registry. 
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• DELETE /registries/{id}: Removes a specific registry. 

• POST /registries: Generates a new registry. 

• GET /registries: Returns the value of the registries. 
 

5.5 Selected Technologies 
 

5.5.1 Solidity: 
Solidity is an object-oriented, high-level language for implementing smart contracts. Smart 
contracts are programs which govern the behaviour of accounts within the Ethereum state. It 
is a curly-bracket language. It is influenced by C++, Python and JavaScript, and is designed 
to target the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). 
Solidity is used to develop the smart contract deployed on the blockchain which is the 
responsible to store the root of the Merkle hash tree. 

 

5.5.2 PostgreSQL:  
PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system with over 30 years 
of active development that has earned it a strong reputation for reliability, feature robustness, 
and performance.  
PostgreSQL is used to store the registries and the Merkle proofs of each registry. 
 

5.5.3 Loopback 4: 
LoopBack 4 is an award-winning, highly extensible, open-source Node.js and TypeScript 
framework based on Express. It enables you to quickly create APIs and microservices 
composed from backend systems such as databases and SOAP or REST services. Also, it 
allows to manage custom data sources like a smart contract. 

Loopback is used to generate the API that manages the registration of the data, the 
computation of the Merkle hash trees and the smart contract executions. 
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6 Smart Contract Manager 
The Smart Contract Manager provides a gateway to access the Smart Contracts and is used 
by other subsystems to integrate their functionalities (payments, accounting, conflict 
resolution). 

6.1 Technical Requirements 
The requirements in the Trello board 

Table 2: Smart Contract Manager - Epics 

Name Description Labels 

Semantic 
description of the 
SLS and the 
subscription 

In order to orchestrate the different smart 
contracts and/or subsystems, the SLS should 
clearly specify in a machine-readable way 
(semantic description): 

- Identity: identity attributes to prove as a 
consumer (age, sex, education, ...). Anonymity 
requirements. 

- Explicit user consent: 

- legal consent of data subjects/owners required? 
If yes: 

- (a link to) a list of the explicit consents obtained 
by the data provider 

- [optional] a description of where to connect in 
order to check the revocation/status 

- (a link to) a description of provider-marketplace 
agreement stating GDPR obligations regarding 
subject consent. 

- Conflict resolution: whether or not an external 
entity can solve a dispute between a provider and 
a consumer, and a univocally identifier of that 
entity 

- Auditable accounting: 

- Description of the data that should be reliably 
accounted to protect the service 

- Payments: Description of the payment methods 
to use. Currently 2 approaches: 

1 Provider, Consumer and Data Owner have only 
a relationship with their marketplaces. Providers 
invoice their marketplaces, marketplaces invoice 
their consumers, data owners invoice their 

 
V1 

Epic 
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marketplaces. If the stakeholders do not have a 
common marketplace, marketplaces invoice 
marketplaces 

2 A provider directly invoices its consumers. Data 
Owners invoice the provider. 

- I both cases where to pay in advance (debit) or 
invoiced after that (credit). 

 

Table 3: Smart Contract Manager – User stories 

Name Description Labels 

Reliability of 
agreements 

As a stakeholder of i3market, I want that once a 
data trading agreement is settled, i3market 
guarantee that the agreed conditions are satisfied 

  

 

6.2 Architecture 
After a consumer requests a data purchase, the Smart Contract Manager extracts the 
contractual parameters from the data offering description and returns a template with possible 
contractual parameters (to be displayed in the marketplace). With a potential proposal of new 
parameters by the consumer, the provider can create an agreement proposal. The Smart 
Contract Manager invokes the Data Sharing Agreement Smart Contract and creates a Data 
Sharing Agreement proposal with the proposed contractual parameters. As soon as the data 
consumer accepts the proposal, the Data Sharing Agreement object is put on the ledger, and 
automatically enforced by the corresponding Smart Contracts. 

 
Figure 10: Component diagram of the Smart Contract Manager subsystem 

 

V1 

User Story 
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• Conflict resolution: In case any violations to the contract occur, the conflict resolution 
component is invoked. 

• Auditable accounting: When reliable accounting of actions is needed. It can be used 
for logging access to very sensitive data, or when a reliable immutable accounting is 
needed – e.g. for billing. 

• Explicit data owner consent: To ensure an explicit consent of the data owners every 
time their personal data is traded, the explicit data owner consent component is 
triggered. 

• Payment / Invoice Management: After a successful data transfer payment and invoice 
management are triggered automatically. 

• Non-repudiation protocol: The non-repudiation protocol aims at preventing parties in a 
data exchange from falsely denying having taken part in that exchange 

• User-centric authentication: To ensure that only authorized participants (with the 
corresponding role) are able to trigger functionality provided by the Data Sharing 
Agreement Smart Contract (via the Smart Contract Manager), user-centric 
authentication is used. 

• Data storage: provides means to manage data discovery index, store sample data sets 
and data sets for sale if the data owner lacks the capacity. 

 
Figure 11: High-Level view diagram of the Agreement Smart Contract Manage 

 
Figure 12: Blocks diagram of the Smart Contract Management Operations 
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6.3 Diagrams 

 
Figure 13: Sequence diagram - Create agreement 
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Figure 14: Sequence diagram - Update agreement 
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Figure 15: Sequence diagram - Create data purchase request 
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Figure 16: Sequence diagram - Check agreements 

 

6.4 Smart Contract Manager API 
The Smart Contract Manager API is the interface via which the clients gain access to the smart 
contract parameters.  
The endpoints documented below were grouped by modules. 

6.4.1 Agreement 
POST /create 

Create agreement (createPost) 

Consumes 
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:  

• application/json 

Request body 
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body create_body (required) 

Body Parameter —  

Responses 
200 

OK  

 
GET /{idTemplate} 

Request template with static and dynamic parameters (idTemplateGet) 

Path parameters 
idTemplate (required) 

Path Parameter —  

Responses 
200 

OK  

 
POST /query 

Query agreements information (queryPost) 

Consumes 
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:  

• application/json 

Request body 
body query_body (required) 

Body Parameter —  

Return type 
query_response  

Example data 
Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "agreements" : [ { 

    "provider" : 
"did:ethr:0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a", 

    "status" : "active" 

  }, { 

    "provider" : 
"did:ethr:0xb9c5714089478a327f09197987f16f9e5d936e8a", 

    "status" : "active" 
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  } ] 

} 

Produces 

This API call produces the following media types according to the Accept request 
header; the media type will be conveyed by the Content-Type response header.  

• application/json 

Responses 
200 

OK query_response  

 
POST /update 

Update agreement (updatePost) 

Consumes 
This API call consumes the following media types via the Content-Type request header:  

• application/json 

Request body 
body update_body (required) 

Body Parameter —  

Responses 
200 

OK  

 

6.4.2 DataPurchase 
GET /{idOffering} 

Create Data Purchase Request (idOfferingGet) 

Path parameters 
idOffering (required) 

Path Parameter —  

Responses 
200 

OK  
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6.5 Selected Technologies 
 

1 Technology 

Technology Name Hyperledger Besu 

Summary Hyperledger Besu is an Ethereum client designed to be enterprise-friendly for both public 
and private permissioned network use cases. It can also be ran on test networks such as 
Rinkeby, Ropsten, and Görli. Hyperledger Besu includes several consensus algorithms 
including PoW, and PoA (IBFT, IBFT 2.0, Etherhash, and Clique). It also supports features 
including privacy and permissioning. 

Description Hyperledger Besu is an open-source Ethereum client developed under the Apache 2.0 
license and written in Java. It runs on the Ethereum public network, private networks, and 
test networks such as Rinkeby, Ropsten, and Görli. Besu implements Proof of Work 
(Ethash) and Proof of Authority (IBFT 2.0 and Clique) consensus mechanisms. 

 

Besu includes a command line interface and JSON-RPC API for running, maintaining, 
debugging, and monitoring nodes in an Ethereum network. Besu nodes support 
authentication and authorization, this is, identifying the user that performed the API query 
and allowing the execution of a specific set of methods. Besu supports two authentication 
mechanisms: username and password or JWT public key. 

 

The communications are performed using the API via RPC over HTTP or via WebSockets. 
The API supports typical Ethereum functionalities such as: 

 
• Ether mining 
• Smart contract development 
• Decentralized application (Dapp) development. 

 

The resultant Besu architecture is the following: 

 

 
Besu architecture 
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Besu uses a private transaction manager, Orion, to implement privacy. Each Besu node 
sending or receiving private transactions requires an associated Orion node. Private 
transactions pass from the Besu node to the associated Orion node. The Orion node 
encrypts and directly distributes (that is, point-to-point) the private transaction to the Orion 
nodes participating in the transaction. 

 

 
Alice sends a private transaction to Bob using Orion privacy manager 

 

Besu also supports permissioning which stands for permitting only specified nodes and 
accounts to participate by enabling node permissioning and account permissioning on the 
network. It supports local permissioning (a configuration file for each node) or onchain (via 
smart contracts). 

Keywords Blockchain, distributed ledger, Ethereum, privacy, permissioning, authentication 

ICT Problems(s) & 
related 
Functionality(ies) 

Bullet list of the ICT Problem(s) that the Technology solves and associated 
functionality(ies). 
 
§ Distributed ledger 

o Auditable data storage 
o Persistent transaction history 
o Permissioned and non-permissioned network 
o Pseudo-anonymous user identity 

§ Smart contracts 
o Turing-complete machine 
o Immutable code (auditable and  

§ Privacy 
o Send cryptocurrency using private transactions 
o Execute smart contracts using private transactions 

§ Authentication 
o JWT based tokens 
o Username and password 
o JWT Public Key Authentication 
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§ Monitoring 
o Visual representation of declining node or network performance 
o Collection of log files to enable issue diagnosis. 

§ Communications 
o Full-nodes and miners using HTTP/WebSockets 
o Encrypted communications for privacy (Orion) and signer (EthSigner) using TLS 

 

TRL Current Technology Readiness Level of the Technology: 
§ TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment 

Website https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/besu 

Standards Besu nodes are compatible with Ethereum public network. It supports different consensus 
protocols: Proof of Work (Ethash) and Proof of Authority (IBFT 2.0 and Clique). 
The communications use HTTP and JSON-RPC protocols. Clients can be authenticated 
using JWT. 
Smart contracts are coded using Solidity. 

 

 

2 References 

Download Besu has an image available in docker 
(https://hub.docker.com/r/hyperledger/besu). 
It can also be compiled using the releases they provide on its repository 
(https://github.com/hyperledger/besu/releases) 

Repository Github - https://github.com/hyperledger/besu 

Documentation Command line options: 
https://besu.hyperledger.org/en/stable/Reference/CLI/CLI-Syntax/ 
https://besu.hyperledger.org/en/stable/Reference/CLI/CLI-
Subcommands/ 

API(s) https://besu.hyperledger.org/en/stable/Reference/API-Methods/ 
https://besu.hyperledger.org/en/stable/Reference/API-Objects/ 

Plug-ins, Apps, etc. Orion (privacy) - https://docs.orion.pegasys.tech/en/stable/ 
EthSigner (transaction signer) - https://docs.ethsigner.pegasys.tech/en/stable/ 

Publications - 

Training - 
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4 Implementation 

Deployment 
requirements 

The servers need docker to run the images. Each image will use java to execute 
Besu 

Communication 
capacities 

HTTP and WebSockets. HTTPS for communications to Orion and EthSigner nodes 

SDK(s) Web3js - https://github.com/ethereum/web3.js/ 
Web3js-eea (for privacy) - https://github.com/PegaSysEng/web3js-eea 

 
 

5 H2020 Project-related Information 

Usage in Project No known previous H2020 project using Besu 

Project - 

Website - 
  

3 Legal Aspects 

Type of use / distribution Open-source 

Open-Source License Apache 2.0 license (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0) 

 3.1 Owner(s) 

En
tit

y 
1  

Entity Name ConsenSys 

Logo 
 

Address New York City, United States 

Website https://consensys.net/ 

Contact(s) https://consensys.net/contact/ 

Entity Type Private, for-profit 
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7 Main technical contributions 
This section explains the main technical contributions with regard to the state of the art 
provided by the different building blocks designed and developed as part of task 3.2.  
Table 1 summarizes the main technical contributions of the different building blocks addressed 
in this deliverable: the i3M Wallet, the Auditable Accounting, and the Smart Contract Manager. 
More details are then provided in three specific subsections. 

Table 1. Main technical contributions 

Building block Main technical contributions 

I3M-Wallet First complete SSI (DIDs, VCs and selective disclosure) Wallet 
running on Ethereum-like DLTs with a complete opensource 
codebase and not locked in by any vendor infrastructure. 
Designed to also support more DLTs (likely Hyperledger Aries). 
Innovative, more secure, privacy-preserving interface with the 
Wallet application. 
Designed to be able to integrate any crypto key wallet, including 
hardware wallets.5 
Secure cloud vault allowing to completely operate (restore) the 
Wallet from any device without loss of context data.5 

Auditable Accounting Data is registered in a distributed high-availability database 
(Distributed Storage developed in T4.1). 
Use of a reliable, fast, scalable solution based on the use of 
DLTs and Merkle trees to reliably notarize the registered data. 

Smart Contract Manager Data Sharing Agreements are modelled with Coloured Petri 
nets, allowing their formal verification before they are translated 
to Smart Contracts. 
Smart Contracts are developed using DAML, which make the 
development DLT agnostic, and allows for translating our Smart 
Contracts to multiple DLTs, including i3-MARKET’s 
Hyperledger Besu. 
 

7.1 i3M Wallet 
There is a considerable amount of wallet applications. Some popular examples are MetaMask 
[11], TrustWallet [12], Exodus [13] or Electrum [14]. These applications use a dedicated app 
for iOS and Android, and browser extensions for desktop computers. Most of them are 
cryptocurrency wallets, and are therefore targeted to operate with crypto tokens/currencies, 
showing balances, and allowing token transactions and swapping. However, there are not so 

 
 
5 There are some solutions already providing this, but the approach they are using do not meet i3-MARKET requirements. 
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many solutions facing the secure storage of W3C Verifiable Credentials and the selective 
disclosure of claims. Among them, the most common is to build the Wallet upon an SSI 
solution based on Sovrin [15] [16], or directly Hyperledger Aries [17] [18]. Fewer options have 
been found that use the Ethereum DLT, namely uPort [19], which has been discontinued, and 
Twala [20]. 
In i3-MARKET, the Wallet App has inherited some strong requirements: 

• The technology must be opensource. 

• It must work from the very beginning with Ethereum-like DLTs, as it is the case of 
Hyperledger Besu, the chosen DLT for i3-MARKET. Obviously, it should be designed 
to be extendable for other DLTs in the future, with especial focus on Hyperledger Aries. 

• It must be able to integrate existing key wallets, such as IDEMIA’s hardware wallet, for 
signing. 

• It must support SSI flows, but also crypto tokens, as i3-MARKET is creating a custom 
one. Therefore, i3M-Wallet is going to be a hybrid wallet, supporting SSI and 
cryptocurrencies. 

• Adoption of SSI technologies should be easy for the end users: 
o The Wallet should be easy to backup and restore with no loose of information 
o The end-user wallet should be universally accessible from any device (desktop 

computer, mobile phone)  
In the beginning, as a short-term solution for implementing SSI, we adopted the uPort Wallet 
[19], since it was already working with Ethereum, supports the disclosure of verifiable claims, 
its codebase is opensource, and it was mature enough and well tested. Twala [20] and other 
Ethereum-based SSI solutions were in a very early stage in the beginning of i3-MARKET, with 
little to no support for implementing the issuance of verifiable credentials and the server part 
of a selective disclosure. 
uPort solution has now been split into two different projects, Serto [21] and Veramo [22], being 
the second just the libraries for creating and managing DIDs and verifiable credentials without 
worrying about interop and vendor lock-in. Veramo is at the very core of i3M-Wallet and the 
Identity Solution of i3-MARKET, which is being designed and developed in Task 3.1 and also 
reported in Deliverable 3.1. 
In any case, it was clear that i3-MARKET success would need a custom Wallet App supporting 
at the same time: 

• Ethereum-based DLTs such as Hyperledger Besu, and potentially others (currently 
analysing Hyperledger Aries) 

• Management of digital identities and verifiable credentials, including selective 
disclosure of claims, as well as cryptocurrencies 

• Complete opensource codebase with a technological solution not locked in by any 
vendor infrastructure 

• Enhanced usability in the sense of being universally accessible/recoverable from any 
device 

• The integration of any key wallet into the App, including hardware wallets. 
Besides all the above features, the current version of i3M-Walllet is innovative in terms of: 
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• The desktop application has been built with privacy and security as a main design goal. 
For that reason, i3M-Wallet is not a browser extension and runs as a multi-platform 
application that is securely paired to local applications (such as JavaScript running in 
a browser). Not sharing a process with the browser, as extensions do, prevents a 
bunch of potential “speculative execution” attacks, and minimizes the exposure of the 
app to attacks performed by malicious websites. Moreover, running the wallet as an 
external application is more privacy respecting for the end user, since the Wallet will 
not have any access to the data exchanged with a visited page, as it is partially the 
case with extensions, especially when using Firefox, which has got a more limited 
sandbox for extensions than Chrome. 

• Even though there are complete and mature implementations of the Selective 
Disclosure of verifiable claims running on Hyperledger Aries and Sovrin, the solutions 
using Ethereum-like DLTs do not currently implement a complete selective disclosure 
flow. The closest solution was the popular but now abandoned uPort [19], which 
implemented a selective disclosure where users could agree or not to disclose a set of 
claims, but not to deal individually with each of them. Serto [21] solution (derived from 
uPort) is aimed at providing that but it is still not available for public testing. Twala [20] 
is more dedicated to digital signatures, with a somehow limited selective disclosure of 
identities’ claims that, in any case, relies on the Twala ecosystem and closed 
infrastructure. The selective disclosure flows of i3-MARKET identity system, including 
the i3M-Wallet, is to the best of our knowledge the first complete selective disclosure 
flow on Ethereum-like DLTs that is completely opensource and not locked in by any 
vendor. 

• Although it will not be available until the second release of the artefact, likely June 
2022, the backup system of the wallet has also been designed to not be tied to any 
vendor infrastructure. The backup is complete not only in terms of restoring 
cryptographic keys, but also to restore the verifiable credentials, and the holds in 
cryptocurrencies. 

 

7.2 Auditable Accounting 
Marketplaces need to record, audit, provide availability, and non-repudiation for data involved 
in exchanges. The auditing tasks in these systems are typically performed by a Trusted Third-
Party Auditor (TTPA) who is responsible for checking the integrity of the content, and thus for 
increasing stakeholders’ trust in data exchanges. It is a centralized model where all the power 
and responsibility falls on the TTPA, which is a single point of failure and cannot be disputed 
by users. Decentralized architectures and protocols appear as an alternative to avoid those 
risks while providing the same quality of service (QoS). 
The challenges of designing a feasible storage auditing framework emanate from the security 
challenges of decentralized solutions and the performance overhead due to on-chain 
operations. In this context, the work in [23] presents a solution based on a Merkle hash tree 
for auditable accounting. Their approach is similar to ours and the project is also open source. 
However, the implementation is made for the Bitcoin network while our project uses an 
Ethereum-based network built with the Hyperledger Besu client. In other works, polynomial 
commitment schemes are used to create succinct proofs of data possession and guarantee 
data availability [24] [25] [26] [27]. However, i3-MARKET’s Auditable Accounting system is 
faster and more scalable but with less complexity than the mentioned alternatives. This is 
made possible thanks to: 

• The usage of Merkle trees for aggregating notarization proofs of the data to register. 
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• The use of a smart contract for storing just the roots of those Merkle trees on the 
Blockchain; which allows for reliable verification while heavily reducing the needs of 
storage in the Blockchain. 

• The storage of the registered data with their corresponding Merkle proofs (needed for 
verifying against the Merkle roots) in the highly-available distributed database provided 
in the i3-MARKET ecosystem (task 4.1 and deliverable 4.1). 

7.3 Smart Contract Manager 
There is noticeable interest in the literature related to automating Service Level Agreements, 
specifically Data Sharing Agreements, by leveraging a distributed ledger technology (DLT), 
such as the Blockchain. DLTs, and in particular Smart Contracts help provide potential 
decentralized markets that furnish a peer-to-peer interaction between the different parties 
without third-party interference. Hence, this contributes to empowering the shared economy 
applications.  
A framework that enforces the parameters of the legal data-sharing agreements with the use 
of Smart Contract is proposed in [28]. As they describe, these parameters are automatically 
enforced. Moreover, they have a voting-based system. This voting system is external and acts 
as conflict resolution in case of any breaches to the agreement terms. However, these Smart 
Contracts are written in Solidity, which need to be formally verified and prove that they are 
error prone.  
The authors of [29] present an approach based on Blockchain and Smart Contracts to enable 
dynamic payments during the entire SLA lifetime (compensation value). A Smart Contract is 
implemented to detect and record any violations on the Blockchain. Once the violation is 
detected via the "Monitoring"-Smart Contract, the compensation value will automatically be 
transferred to the customer. In their work, they also use Solidity contracts. 
Ocean Protocol, presented in [30], has proposed a new approach called Service Execution 
Agreement (SEA), which brings the idea of SLAs to the blockchain. A SEA represents the 
Service-Level-Specification of an SLA, which can be translated into a Smart Contract. SEAs 
are implemented as Smart Contracts running on the Blockchain. They have a modular design 
consisting of three parts: service identifier, conditions and fulfilment, and reward logic. 
Nevertheless, Ocean Protocol uses Solidity Smart Contracts running on Ethereum. Moreover, 
Ocean Protocol has integrated a reward logic into SEAs components to reward a network of 
verifiers for their work. According to Ocean Protocol, the role of verifiers is to maintain data 
integrity and availability. However, this would require the interference of a third party 
(representing the network of verifiers). 
In this work, we have modelled all the possible execution paths of the Data Sharing Agreement 
(Service Level Agreement for the data market domain) using Coloured Petri nets [31], a 
modelling method that allows describing a variety of resource types and execution logic in a 
way that can be formally verified. As a result, we can formally verify the modelled agreement’s 
behavioural properties, and then, with a clear understanding of how these contractual 
agreements are executed, translate them to Smart Contracts retaining the correctness and 
completeness of the modelled agreement. On top of that, unlike many of the presented work 
that relies on Solidity and Ethereum Blockchain, we use the Digital Asset Modelling Language 
(DAML) [32], an open-source smart contracts programming language inspired by Haskell, 
which helps make our approach more general and focus more on the business logic and the 
design of our approach. DAML allows platform-independence, and can be later integrated into 
several DLTs, including i3-MARKET’s Hyperledger Besu. 
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